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Seems Like Old Times
Been down so long
it looks like up ETMET. ITPAYST- he first American fire insur-  u r - *

M ET.
ance company, the Friendly IoMetLife
Society for the Mutual Insur-
ing of Houses Against Fire,

was formed in Charleston, South
Carolina, in 1736, and operated success-
fully until it was bankrupted four years
later when a fire destroyed more than C
300 houses in Charleston. The mistake 7

the folks at the Friendly Society made-
having inadequate financial resources
and an overconcentration of risk-has
been repeated many times since then,
the most recent example being that of
20th Century Insurance, which accepted
$11.83 billion of risk in Los Angeles and __
Orange County in exchange for $80 mil-
lion in premiums. The Northridge earth-
quake left 20th Century with $800 mil-
lion of claims, considerably more than its MetLife, which will pay $20 million in fines because of its deceptive life
$564 million of surplus. That 20th insurance sales practices, unveils a new advertising campaign.
Century is still standing is a testament to
the strength and profitability of its auto Most big insurance companies don't that allow them to earn decent returns
insurance business. accumulate risk the way 20th Century on capital (or any return, for that matter).

__________________________ did. Instead, they accumulate risk gradu- Unfortunately for them, insurance is a
T A B L E O F C O N T E N T S ally, across many lines of business, by commodity and its price over time tends
Seems Like Old Times: Been down so long writing each policy at a premium that's a to revert to its cost of production, which
it looks like up......................... 1 bit too low, by offering policy terms that consists of claims plus expenses, giving
The Ultimate Risk: Welcome to Lloyd's, old
chap. Adam Raphael's book about the decline of are a bit too generous for the premium the low-cost producer an edge. Many of
Lloyd's of London ........................ 2 padanbypsigrsrethtw't helgem t-ieco aisae
Clear and Present Danger: A.M. Best's padanbypsigrsrethtwnt helgem t-ieco aisae
covert rating agenda exposed. How "managed" quite cover the claims the policy pro- plagued by high expense ratios, myriad
ratings inflate the ratings of weaker companies.. .4. . .

The Harder They Fall: Why A.M. Best's duces. Historically, these bad habits liabilities from years past, and a culture
revised ratings portend a rash of downgradings haven't got companies into as much trou- of mediocrity. These weaknesses make
• eethsoyo etsB aig.....Seneca Insurance Company: A big-city ble as one might expect; when the situa- them vulnerable to anything from higher

"regional" carrier.............................. 9 tion looked bleak the property/casualty interest rates to a downgrading of their
Other People's Money: The squeeze play at
Arista Insurance Company ................. 10 cycle turned up, saving the day. financial ratings.
The Insurance Beat: Graphological analysis It's no secret that some of America's It's worth pondering whether sick
of insurance company chief executives isrnewl ehae

.$2.6 billion misunderstanding in California large multi-line insurance companies- nuac companies wilb eldbya
auto insurance market-* Yasuda's art-* Good despite terhousehold names and log turn in the insurance cleor done in b
housekeeping .................................... hirln1cceb

__________________ histories--don't have business franchises the lack of one. U
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whereas external Names would have lost
The Ultim ate Risk £11,200. External Names outside of

England would have fared even worse,

Welcome to Lloyd's, old chap losing £35,200.
Of course this doesn't prove a conspir-U ntil the Lloyd's of London stripes, are a cut above the rest will dis- acy any more than the fact that partners

shop on the ground floor of pense with that notion upon reading at Goldman Sachs do far better in the
One Lime Street was closed as Adam Raphael's Ultimate Risk: The Inside market than the average mutual fund
a cost-saving measure, one Story of the Lloyd's Catastrophe (Bantam investor proves that the securities market

could purchase a comprehensive range of Press, £16.99). Raphael, who now writes is rigged. Knowledgeable insiders always
goods carrying the famous Lloyd's coat of for the Economist, is an investigative have an edge on uninformed outsiders.
arms. There was the Lloyd's Tercen- reporter and former executive editor of During Lloyd's fat years, new mem-
tenary Commemorative Hallmarked the Observer. It's rare that a talented bers flocked to the market, viewing it as
Sterling Silver Coffee Pot ($3,079), writer turns his sights on the insurance an easy way to make money. Not surpris-
Lloyd's gold oval cufflinks crafted by industry (another exception is Pulitzer- ingly, the rapidly expanding syndicates
G.M. Betser & Co. ($855), Lloyd's silver prize winner Marquis James, who wrote a they joined turned out to be the ones
inkwell ($522), and 230 other items, rang- history of Metropolitan Life), but with the highest risks and, ultimately, the
ing from crystal decanters, brandy gob- Raphael has good reason to be familiar worst results. In the words of one leading
lets, and silver serving dishes to blazer with Lloyd's-he's been a Name for the managing agent, "If God had not meant
buttons, jigsaw puzzles, silk ties, choco- past decade and is now facing serious them to be sheared, he wouldn't have
late mints, and a pewter replica of the losses. Unfortunately, his bitterness per- made them sheep."
Lutine Bell. There was even a board meates an otherwise interesting account; One mechanism that helped set the
game called the Underwriter. To the many the book contains far too many stories of stage for these newer Names' losses is
Names burned by the $10 billion in loss- Names who did themselves in as a result Lloyd's three-year accounting period. In
es Lloyd's has posted since 1988, these of their losses. Even though Lloyd's was order to separate the interests of Names
memorabilia must evoke bitter memo- famous for its unlimited liability (in the on different syndicate years, a syndicate
ries, for Lloyd's had a reputation of trans- 1930s Hollywood film Lloyd' of London, manager calculates profits or losses three
acting its affairs on a higher plane-one an underwriter says, "Every claim must years after the end of the underwriting
of "utmost good faith"-epitomized by be paid to the last penny, even if it ruins period. The syndicate manager then
Cuthbert Heath's legendary telegram us all!"), and even though Names had effects Reinsurance To Close (RITC),
after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake: been apprised of their unlimited liabil- which transfers all liabilities, along with
"PAY ALL OUR POLICYHOLDERS IN FULL IRRE- ity-"Down to your last cufflink"- appropriate assets, from the prior-year
SPECTIVE OF THE TERMS OF THEIR POLICIES." Raphael argues that most weren't really syndicate to the successor-year syndicate.

Anyone who believes that the folks at aware of the risk. The calculation of the RITC is crucial. If
Lloyd's, in their Gieves & Hawkes pin- Raphael believes that the Names who it's too high, the Names on the prior-year

joined Lloyd's in the late 1970s and
1980s were suckered in by the lure of
steady profits with little risk, and then Leaving in Droves

EM ERSOIN, hElDs ripped off through conflicts of interest, Number of participating Names at Lloyd's
IN S U R AN C E OB S E R V E R fraud, and gross mismanagement. Al- 36,000

though there's some truth to this, his
David Schiff, Editor and Writer broad indictment often goes too far. "The ............
Penny Kappas, Circulation Manager scale of- asbestos claims was.f

om S ih GrpiDeinby the late 1970s," he writes incorrectly.,',•,,',,,,,:''',,',,',,
EMERONREIDS ISURNCE BSEVER "By 1982 it was clear that the market was

is published six times a year by Emerson, •!i{•
Reid & Company, Inc., 10 Columbus Circle, facing a very serious problem. But little 24,000...•: •!

New York, N.Y. 10019. Telephone: (212) 765- or none of this was disclosed to the thou-
213 a: 22 4607.sands of Names who were recruited by ...

Subscriptions are or $89 ea for$15fr oneyars yearsio andt $165esuaedto ocommissionndiate agentsi 190and1'0persuaded.. to join 18,00 il • ili"

©~ David Schiff, 1994. All rights reserved. Raphael thinks that Lloyd's is dishon- i
Copyright notice and warning: 1,0
It's a violation of federal copyright law to repro- estly stacked in favor of insiders. He cites 120
duce all or part of this publication. This means a Society of Names' report showing how
you're not allowed to photocopy, fax, or dupli- various Names fared from 1983 to 1990. 60
cate by any other means the contents of this 600 • :• •••• ::=:= =:::•••••=
publication. Violations of copyright law can Based on a hypothetical premium line of
lead to damages of up to $100,000 per infringe- £400,000, members of Lloyd's council,
ment. You can, however, use short quotations
from this material with credit given to David managing or members' agents, and 0
Schiff and Emerson, Reid's Insurance Observer, underwriters would have made £72,400, 1975 19801 1985 1990 1994

£64,000, and £40,800, respectively,
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Lloyds of London ests, was it discovered that Sir Peter ander Howden Group. Howden's princi-

Reserves have risen much faster than surplus Green, Lloyd's chairman, had been funnel- pals, it later turned out, had diverted pre-
(9 billions) ing reinsurance funds from syndicates miums to phony Panamanian reinsurers

Reserves Surplus under his management to a Cayman Island and set up secret trust funds that were
1982 £4,647 £2,631 reinsurer in which he had an interest. used to funnel payments to a Swiss bank
1983 5,223 3,366 All the usual suspects in Lloyd's and to buy works of art. Raphael quotes
1984 7,005 3,977 assorted debacles are here-Gooda Ian Posgate, himself a ruthless and shady
1985 7,072 4,785 Walker, Feltrim, Merrett-as is Richard Lloyd's underwriter: "[A&A's chairman

1986 8,902 5,636 Outhwaite who in 1982 made the mis- Jack Bogardus] was played like a salmon
1987 8,100 6,833 take of reinsuring asbestos and pollution on the Tay... [He] is a provincial and
1988 8,900 7,250 liabilities, resulting in a loss ratio for his didn't know what he was doing. Mr. Grob

1989 10,700 8,297 1,600-Name syndicate that could be as [Howden's chairman] is immoral and a
1990 11,251 6,665 high as 2,500%. crook. It was a natural fit between the
1991 13,724 6,537 It wasn't just unsophisticated Names two of them."
1992 18,348 6,091 who got burned at Lloyd's, as is demon- Lloyd's motto, Fidentia, appears on

strated by Alexander & Alexander's Lloyd's coat of arms. It means "confi-
syndicate will have paid too much. If it's acquisition of the Lloyd's broker Alex- dence." Indeed. U
too low, the Names on the successor-year
syndicate could face huge liabilities with-
out adequate reserves.

When future liabilities are too uncer- C H A T SET
tain to determine a fair RITC, a syndi-
cate manager must leave the syndicate's The Leading Lloyd's Analysts
year open. Names on open years general-
ly face large, unquantifiable liabilities and
are unable to resign from Lloyd's. (There
are currently 314 open syndicate years. At Lloyd's League Tables Directory of Lloyd's of
present Lloyd's has 179 active syndicates, 1991 London 1994195
down from 401 four years ago.)

It is due in large part to incorrect • An in-depth review of all trading Easy to read A5 Handbook of
RITC calculations that so many of syndicates those professions involved in the

Lloyd's newer Names feel cheated. In • Personal account figures based Lloyd's market
many of the problem long-tail syndi- on a £10,000 share • Statistical summaries of the top

cates, the newer Names assumed liabili- PLUS agencies and syndicates
January Review 1995 • Editorial covering the year acrossties from prior-year syndicates in - Summary of quarterly settlement the market

exchange for assets far too low for the figures
previous years' risks. As a result, the -Review of MAPAs
newer Names have borne a dispropor- -Synopsis of open years 92-94
tionate share of the latent pollution and $106 L Check box to order $83 U Check box to order

asbestos liabilities without receiving ade- ..... ......... .. .....
quate assets to pay these claims; nor did
they have the benefits of Lloyd's profits
in earlier years. Gi to S Order Form

Ultimate Risk recounts every slayRun-Offs 1994
aspect of business at Lloyd's. There was______________
the widespread practice of creating baby •Outlook on potential deteriorationNaePESPRT
syndicates (composed mainly of insiders) of all syndicates with open years Company

to skim off the best business from the • Analysis of reserves
bigger syndicates. Such behavior was • Identification of cause of loss Address
possible because for most of its years including asbestos, pollution,________________

Lloyd's ~~~~~~~~~E & 0, and PSL ~Acs/atrad~Vs eei yceuLodswas run like a private club. There Tob ulse nNvme 94Charge my

was little disclosure and there were virtu-
ally no rules prohibiting shameful con-AconN.
flicts of interest. (In fact, when Lloyd'sAconN.
covered up important information and $73 O Check box to order Expiry Date

Names any specific duty of care.) Only in
1983, after Lloyd's required working CHATSET PO Box 661 •London SWIW 8HY •United Kingdom •Tel: 44-71-823-6980 •Fax: 44-71-730-2381

members to disclose their financial inter- _____________________________________
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Confederation's invested assetswerein
Clear and Present Danger mortgages or real estate, and 63% of its

reserves were the result of annuities, Best

A.M. Best's covert rating agenda affirmed the A- (Excellent) rating, which
is given to companies that "have demon-

n the past we've called A.M. Best (one of which is described below) Best strated excellent overall performance"
"the Will Rogers of insurance rat- gives companies much better ratings than and have "a strong ability to meet their
ing agencies" on the grounds that they would otherwise have. Best's atti- obligations to policyholders over a long
it almost never meets an insurance tude was neatly summed up by one of its period of time." Nowhere did Best say

company it doesn't like. Put simply, analysts, who told us, "Best does its best that Confederation's solvency was conmin-
Best's ratings aren't especially discern- to see companies through a difficult peri- gent upon a proposed alliance (that sub-
ing: 78.2% of property/casualty compa- od." The result is that the ratings of some sequently fell through) with Great West
nies and 65% of life/health companies, companies-it's impossible to say how Life or upon a capital infusion (that never
respectively, are rated A- or higher. many, but the number may be large-are materialized). Yet that was the reality of
(See graph on page 5.) More distressing significantly inflated, the situation. Despite Confederation's
is Best's reluctance to downgrade com- Best doesn't publicize this covert flimsy financial condition, Best had

panies below A-, even when such process or flag insurance companies affirmed its "Excellent" rating, not
action is obviously appropriate. (An A- that have "managed" ratings for the because it thought Confederation was in
rating is considered by many to be the obvious reason: one turns to a rating good shape (it knew it wasn't), but
dividing line between good and bad.) agency to get an objective, no-punches- because it thought that the company
Best's reluctance stems from its fear of pulled assessment. would be able to obtain additional capi-

shaking up the marketplace by an- The recent collapse of A- rated tal. But if a company requires a signifi-

nouncing that once-strong insurers are Confederation Life (with $15 billion in cant capital infusion in order to stay

now in a weakened state, as well as, we assets, it's larger than Mutual Benefit and afloat, it stands to reason that until it has

believe, its desire to remain on good Executive Life) dramatizes the fallacy of received such capital it doesn't deserve

terms with the companies it rates. Best's "managed" ratings. Especially an A- rating.

In its annual Insurance Reports, Best revealing-and extremely troubling-are On August 11, 1994, Confederation

devotes about 15,000 words to an expla- the differences between Best's reports on fell victim to its bad real-estate invest-

nation and description of its rating sys- Confederation prior to its seizure by reg- ments and was seized by regulators in

tem. Left concealed, however, is its cor- ulators, and afterwards. Canada and the United States.

porate philosophy of "managing" the rat- Best's first 1994 report on Confedera- Immediately after Confederation's

ing process. What this euphemism means tion, effective April 14, contained six collapse, Best tried to justify its poor

is that Best "works with" a company to pages of information. Best recounted judgment by saying-this is no joke-

help it maintain a rating higher than it Confederation's strengths and briefly that Confederation had been in horrible

actually deserves, based on its current touched upon the "challenges" and "dif- shape for quite a while, and that's why it

financial strength. In certain instances ficulties" it faced. Even though 50% of had been downgraded from A+ to A-. The
following is from Best's August update
assigning Confederation an E (Under
Regulatory Supervision) rating. Certain
phrases have been italicized for emphasis:

[These regulatory actions followed] a
,period ofdeterioration in the financial condition of

7,7 " -Confederation Life. The progression of this dete-:. ,< ;\:- --i :" "rioration is reflected in the recent history of the
..<..ii...!,. , i-company's Best's Raring. [A+ to A on June 21,

/;.•.•,.... "U"-- ."7""- '......... " "1994. Seized on August 11, 1994. E rating on
... ""J !>"' '''" Q )"• " ... ':• .... "',"Ž< August 12, 1994.]

.:-Q.:. -• .Although there were many contributing fac-
.'-. ,... "i,'\ •> ",. • " N. ' tors in the adverse trend of operations at Confeder-

•• anion Life over the last three years, the most dom-
•'•i~iinant was the performance of the company's

"••>•mortgage portfolio... Given that the company's
•fr>.-••:.•;....•exposure to [this] asset class was considerably

' / /.,. •/ fr greater at its peak than the industry average...4 ..... tI S! :  
' losses in comparison to its capital were vety large.

- The capital position of Confederation had already

raehsay 0 ~4 been strained.. Earnings were also pressured..
.......... 'uay r rrovia .at m •.i•!i/" In recognition of these negative trends,

t~t. ... i rl • s ! a n i a • , tn . .• :: :-% c _ 7 ,• C o n f e d e r a tio n s o u g h t [to ] .. o b ta in a d d itio n a l

" capital... [which culminated in an agreement with
I Great West Life for] a $250 million capital infu-

- ._• ... . sion, approximately $150 million of additional
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capital from asset sales and reinsurance, and a $1baT h e J PL ey F 1l
billion liquidity agreement... Thie rI -aruer 111ev raii

In spite of the strength and stability offered by
Great West in this planned alliance, A.M. Best low-
ered its rating by one level, to A-, because of the A.kJ Best's revised ratings portend
continued weakened condition of the company...

[After the Great West agreement fell through] a rash of downgradings
A.M. Best lowered the rating one level to B++

and immediately placed the new rating under 3 n a private dining room at the posh
review with negative implications...1 Carlyle Hotel, the president of one A.M. Best's 'Excellent' Adventure

If, as Best notes, Confederation had of the largest (and highest rated) Percentage of Property/Casualty insurance
undergone "a lengthy period of deteriora- insurance companies stood before a companies rated "Superior" or "Excellent"*
tion," if its capital was "strained" and group of major New York insurance bro- 60%
earnings "pressured," if its real estate kers and told them flat-out how to judge
losses were very large "in comparison to an insurance company's financial health.
its capital" and its "adverse trend of oper- "Best's is nice," he said dismissively, 50 ..........

ations" had left it in a "continued weak- "but Standard & Poor's and Moody's
ened condition," why weren't these nega- know what they're doing."
tives mentioned in Best's previous Among folks who pay attention to 40

reports? More importantly, how could an such things, there's a perception that the n a

insurance company in such a state possi- ratings of Standard & Poor's, Moody's, ", ,
bly be described by Best as "having a and Duff & Phelps are more discerning 30
strong ability to meet [its] obligations to than those of A.M. Best. Whether that's
policyholders over a long period of time?" correct is debatable. What isn't debatable

The answer is obvious: Confederation is that A.M. Best has been around since 20

didn't have an ability to meet its obliga- 1899 and, for most of those years, has had 1988 1991 1994

tions and shouldn't have had an A- rat- a virtual lock on the insurance-rating .A,A
ing. It probably should have been rated C business. Many would argue that Best n m A++, A+

"companies with a letter rating
or C- ("Very vulnerable to unfavorable provides the most comprehensive ser-
changes in economic conditions"). vice, and there's no question that it's the

The ramifications of Best's Confedera- most widely used. gospel. This has often been a mistake,
tion fiasco are enormous. If it is Best's Because of Best's dominant position, and the failure of a number of large high-
secret policy to deceive its subscribers by subscribers have relied upon it heavily, ly-rated carriers (Mission, Executive Life,
inflating the ratings of certain companies for the most part accepting its word as Mutual Benefit, Confederation) has sul-
in declining financial health, how can lied Best's reputation and raised concerns
subscribers have faith in any of Best's rat- Big Companies, Low Ratings about the accuracy of its ratings.
ings? For Best's ratings to have validity, Large property/casualty companies with Best's Best hasn't been oblivious to this. It
they must be an honest, accurate, and ratings below'A'. has been lowering companies' ratings for
unflinching assessment of an insurance 1994 1993 some time. (See chart above.) Since 1988,
company's condition at a given time. Allstate A- A- the number of property/casualty compa-

Best may argue that sudden down- Farmers Insurance A- A nies receiving A++ and A+ ratings has
grades could pull the rug out from under Liberty Mutual A- A- declined from 38.4% to 29.4% while the
insurance companies by creating a crisis Continental A-u A- number receiving A and A- ratings has
of confidence that could lead to a "run on Prudential A- A- increased from 39.8% to 52.1%. Despite
the bank." While the truth may con- Cigna A- A- the industry's various problems--
tribute to or hasten the decline of weak environmental/asbestos liability-reserve
insurance companies, the alternatives-- USF&G A- A- deficiencies, exposure to catastrophes,

Home Insurance A- A-deceit or a cover-up--are unconscionable. Reliance A- A- inadequate profit margins--only three of
Best has woven a tangled web for ____________________ the hundred largest companies are rated

itself. Its hidden managed-rating philoso- Royal A- A- lower than A-.
phy seems to violate the company's Metropolitan Group A- A- The previous article discussed Best's
Mission Statement, which is "to perform 20th Century B- A+ covert policy of propping up the ratings
a constructive and objective role in the Colonial Penn B++ NA-5 of once-strong companies. It appears that
insurance industry towards the preven- American Bankers A- A- Best's new rating designations and defini-
tion and detection of insurer insolvency." Arbella Insurance Group A- NA-3 tion changes are part of a long-term plan
Best claims that this credo "has been the to alter that egregious situation a little.
backbone" of its operating philosophy Golden Eagle C++ B-(Bsocurednistaschapn

sne19.Penn National A- A-(Bsocoredeistasuhapn
sne19.Amerisure A- A- exists.) The plan; which is a variation of

After ninety-five years in business it's __________________ death by a thor/sand cuts, would work-
time to get it right. U Ranked by net premiums written. Best hopes--by downgrading large, weak
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companies in a manner that wouldn't Best has even gone so far as to say that
cause too much of a stir. Best's dilemma the A++ through B+ ratings merely rep- Down for the Count
has been to find a way to lower ratings resent "shades of secure financial Perccntage of life insurance companies failingwithin five and ten years.
without really lowering them. (The "++" strength," implying that there's not all Failure Rate
modifier was a good example. Since there that much difference between A++ and Best Rating Five Years Ten Years
was no "double-minus," companies could B+. According to Best, lower-rated A+ 0.3% 1.3%
only receive higher ratings.) "secure" companies "shouldn't be com- A 1.4 3.0

There are two parts to Best's solution. petitively disadvantaged to a point where B+ 0.4 3.4
B 1.1 6.4

First, it tinkered with its rating structure, they are automatically selected against' or c+ 1.9 8.9
designating companies "Secure" (B+ and excluded from consideration." While it C 1.0 19.6

higher) or "Vulnerable" (B and lower), makes little sense to exclude any com- Based on companies rated from 1978 to 1981.
Best downplays the significance of these pany from consideration "automatically," Source: Lee Slavutkin, M.D., C.P.C., "Life Insurance
designations. "This isn't a new concept," insurance buyers ought to have a damned Company Ratings-How Reliable Is A.M. Best?

it insists. "Internally we've always good reason for using a lower-rated carrier. Financial and Estate Planning, August 1991.

viewed it this way." (A review of Best's By calling B++ and B+ "secure" and Best's contradictory definitio
B+ ratings since 1986 doesn't bear this elevating them to the same plane as A++, I
out. As a result of definition changes, the A+, A, and A-, Best gives itself room to

B+ rating was, in effect, upgraded in lower the ratings of A- companies, all the to avoid saying anything even

1990, downgraded in 1991, and upgraded while retaining the argument that since derogatory about an insurance om

in 1992 and 1994.) the change is only a "shade" of security, it Ore B as to sa in its
before Best is so bold as to staeint

Second, it has made two important shouldn't cause an adverse reaction in the definition that a company is
changes in the B++ and B+ definitions, marketplace. No one should be surprised ble." Only thirty-one propertay/cs"ual
In 1993, these ratings meant that a com- if Best downgrades numerous A- carriers.
pany had "a strong ability" to meet its As for the B and B- ratings, which are companies-less than 2% of th

obligations although its financial strength in the new "vulnerable" category, Best's have ratings this low.

"[might] be susceptible" to unfavorable jiggering has rendered them meaning- rJ'or various reasons (ignorance? negli-
changes in underwriting or economic less. B and B- companies are noww I gence? faith?) the property/casualty
conditions. Now, although a B++ or B+ defined as "adequate" rather than market hasn't placed much emphasis on
company only has a "good ability" to "good," but last year's "susceptible" has relative financial strength and ratings. In
meet its obligations, Best no longer says been replaced with the more conditional a study entitled "The Effects of Best's
that it "may be susceptible." Because "may be vulnerable." That, of course, Rating Changes on Insurance Company
this category is now considered "secure," negates the concept of designating B and Stock Prices," Iowa State University pro-
insurance companies whose B++ and B+ B- companies "vulnerable." After all, fessors Ajai Singh and Mark Power con-
ratings were affirmed have actually how can a "vulnerable" company be clude that Best's rating changes are a
received an upgrade. defined as "may be vulnerable." "non-event in terms of new information

conveyed to the market." In other words,
Changes in Best's Definitions the market had already discounted the
In 1994, Best made significant changes in the definitions of the B++, B+, B, B-, and D ratings. The 1994 information and therefore didn't give a
life/health edition of Best's Insurance Reports contains an incomplete summary of these changes. (Surpris- hoot about it when it happened.
ingly, this summary isn't included in the property/casualty books.) Our interest in the subject of ratings is

Ratings 1994 1993 not just polemical. Insurers' financial
B++ and B+ "Secure... [has] achieved very good 1993: "...[has] achieved very good strength should be an important consid-

overall performance... [has] a good overall performance... [has] a strong eration for insurance buyers. (It isn'tability to meet their obligations to poli- ability to meet their obligations to now.) If, as we hope, the accuracy and
cyholders over a long period of time." policyholders, but their financial

strength may be susceptible to unfavor- honesty of ratings improve in the next
able changes in underwvriting or economic few years, the downgrading or, perhaps,
conditions." insolvency, of some large insurance com-

B and B- "Vulnerable... [has] demonstrated ade- "[Has] achieved good overall perfor- pantics (or the insolvency of some Lloyd's
quate overall performance... [has] an mance... [has] a current ability to meet syndicates) may spark a flight to quality
adequate ability to meet their obliga- their obligations to policyholders, but by separating the wheat from the chaff.
tions to policyholders, but their their financial strength is susceptible to The results may be painful for those
financial strength may be vulnerable to unfavorable changes in underwriting
unfavorable changes in underwriting or economic conditions." insurance buyers, brokers, and companies
or economic conditions." that get caught off guard.

D "[Has] demonstrated poor overall per- "Below minimum standards." In the insurance market-unlike the
formance. . .[has] a current ability to bond market-there's hasn't been a
meet their obligations to policyholders, strong correlation between credit quality
but their financial strength is extremely and price (yield). For a bond, a higher rat-
vulnerable to unfavorable changes in igwihmasls ikpoue
underwriting or economic conditions." ig-hc en esrs-poue

lower interest rate; a lower rating-which
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means greater risk-produces a higher
interest rate. For instance, the yield on A Recent History of Best's B+ Rating

Barron's high-grade corporate bond index Year Definition Comments

is 8.16%; the intermediate-grade index 1986-88 "...[has] achieved very good overall perfor-

yields 8.80%. Investors buy lower-rated mance when compared to the norms of the
insurance business.. On a relative basis

bonds to earn a higher yield. In doing so [has] a very good ability to meet their policy-
they're making a conscious decision to holder and other contractual obligations."
assume greater risk in exchange for 1988-89 "...[has] achieved very good overall perfor- The rating has been upgraded.
greater reward. mance when compared to the norms of the B+ companies now have a "very good

Insurance buyers generally don't insurance business...[Has] a very good abil- ability to meet their obligations." The
make conscious decisions to assume ily to meet their policyholder and other con- caveat, "on a relative basis," has been
credit risk. Although the credit quality of tractual obligations." deleted.

insurance companies declines as one 1991 "...[has] achieved very good overall per- Rating downgraded.
goes down the rating scale, lower-rated formance when compared to the norms of Best now says that the financial
property/casualty companies haven't the insurance business... [has] a very strength of B+ companies "is more sus-

been forced to offer lower prices. (In the good ability to meet their policyholder and ceptible" than that of "more highly
other contractual obligations, but their rated companies."

life insurance market, top-rated compa- financial strength is more susceptible to un-
nies tend to have an edge over lower- favorable changes in underwriting or
rated ones, and for products such as economic conditions than more highly
GICs, lower-rated companies are gener- rated companies."

ally eliminated from the marketplace.) 1992-93 "...[has] achieved very good overall per- Overall, an upgrade. The "++" modifi-
In general, it's foolish for insurance formance when compared to the stan- er added.

buyers to use weak carriers if strong ones dards established by A.M. Best. [Has] a "Very good overall performance" is
strong ability to meet their obligations to now compared with "standards estab-offer similar terms. Insurance is bought policyholders, but their financial strength lished by A.M. Best" instead of "the

to transfer risk. For this transfer to occur, may be susceptible to unfavorable changes norms of the insurance business."
an insurance company must be around in underwriting or economic conditions." B++ and B+ companies now have a
to pay claims over a long period. Buyers "strong ability" rather than a "very
of lower-rated bonds can spread their risk good ability" to meet their obligations
by owning dozens or hundreds of issues, to policyholders. However, Best nolonger comments on a company's abili-
but insurance buyers tend to deal with ty to meet its "other contractual obliga-
just a few insurance companies. Since tions." (These might include GICs,
policyholders can lose up to their policy financial guarantees, etc.)

limits (from uncovered claims) in an The previous year's caveat, "financial
strength is more susceptible," has beeninsurance company failure, such con- toned down to "may be susceptible."

centration of risk could be especially 1994 "Secure... [has] achieved very good A major upgrade. B++ and B+ now
dangerous. overall performance... [has] a good abili- considered "secure."

Although the statistics on historical ty to meet their obligations to policyholders In 1993 Best said that B++ and B+
insurance company failures leave some- over a longperiod of time." companies had a "strong ability" to
thing to be desired, they're worth consid- meet their policyholder obligations but
ering. Among life insurance companies that their financial strength "[might]

rated by Best, 3% of those with an A rat- be susceptible." "Susceptible" caveat
dropped in 1994. Now, B++ and B+

ing, and 19.6% of those with a C rating, companies have a "good ability to meet
failed within ten years. Of the five largest their policyholder obligations over a
life insurance failures (Confederation, long period of time." Period.
Executive Life, Mutual Benefit, Mon - ____________________________________

arch, and First Capital), shortly before .
their demise three were rated A+, one
was rated A, and one was rated A-.

In a television roundtable discussion
held after the 1991 Mutual Benefit fail-
ure, Senator Howard Metzenbaum was
asked what a policyholder should do if
his insurance company is downgraded.
The Ohio senator didn't miss a beat.
"Pray," he said.

Those who don't rely on the power of ib;i
prayer would be wise to start paying seni- ~~£ bf

ous attention their carriers' financial •'•"' *'0 00

strength. Now. [] Policyholders' Surplus-Confederation Life Insurance Company
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A-Plus search that describes a company's
Seneca Insurance Cormpany loss history. It also inspects every prop-

erty that it writes.

A big-city 'regional' carrier This diligence has paid off. Four
years ago, one in four submissions that

•ViT hen Doug Libby became Seneca received contained incorrect
president of Seneca In- information. Today it's one in twenty-
surance Company in 1989, five. "Our job is too eliminate the ugly
he didn't know much about : 10% of submissions," said Libby. "The

the insurance business. That's under- big companies have trouble
standable, because until that time he'd ing fraud because they're not used to
never worked in the insurance business. being skeptical."
In 1983, after practicing law for six years, X Seneca's methods are sensible and its
Libby joined the investment firm L.E. insureds are chosen carefully. (Libby
Rothschild, eventually holding the posi- owns 5% of the company, so it's his
tions of Administrative Managing money on the line.) "During the first
Director and General Counsel. three years every risk went into a com-

L.F. Rothschild fell upon hard times ........ mittee, he said. "We've trained our
and went out of business five years people to have judgment. What I've
later. While figuring out what to do Doug Libby tried to do is say 'Forget about what the
next, Libby realized that he'd had a lot How, we wanted to know, does one rating system says. What should the rate
of experience with troubled financial turn around a troubled insurance compa- be?' We've made tremendous progress."
institutions. That led him to Odyssey ny? And how does one run a small insur- The combined ratio has declined from
Partners, which owned Seneca. Seneca ance company in New York City? 128% in 1989 to 103% in 1993.
was clearly troubled; it had lost its shirt "When I took over at Seneca I won- "Although we're not necessarily per-
writing nonstandard auto insurance dered why anyone would give us busi- ceived as conservative, what we're
through managing general agents, and ness," Libby said. "We now operate in doing is making an intelligent risk-
was overstaffed, undermanaged, and two areas: the commodity-oriented main- reward analysis." Libby cited the exam-
nearly insolvent. One of the first things street business (package, general liabili- ple of unoccupied buildings, where the
Libby did was to get Seneca out of the ty, comp, auto) and the quasi excess-and- rates are higher than occupied build-
nonstandard auto business. As a result, surplus-lines business. We realized five ings. (The premiums for both are based
premiums declined from a high of $75 years ago that with our NA-5 rating we on square footage.) "The unoccupied
million in 1986 to $13 million in 1991. weren't going to write the best drugstore one could be a better risk," he said.

The number of employees went from in town. We could write a lot of inner- "There are no tenants to bring claims,
180 to 60. city stores, though. Our market is the no people coming and going, no foot

Although cutting back stanches the stuff that doesn't fit into the guidelines traffic, no deliveries." Writing vacant
flow of red ink, it doesn't actually make of other insurance companies." In other buildings at a reasonable rate has better
you money. To make money, as Seneca words, stuff that's too small, too nasty, or risk-reward characteristics, Libby
is now doing, you have do something. is geographically undesirable. believes, than cutting rates to write the

To find out what Seneca was doing, Libby describes Seneca as a regional so-called good business.
we paid a visit to 111 John Street, one of carrier for the New York metropolitan Seneca also writes-as an admitted
the older and less desirable buildings in area. "A regional carrier is one that bet- carrier--classes of business that are typi-
lower New York's insurance district. ter understands a territory and can give cally associated with the surplus-lines
Seneca's offices are more than drab, agents what they want," he said. "My market. These might include restau-
they're crummy: the carpeting is worn philosophy is that agents do what they rants with dance floors, restaurants with
and the walls could use a coat of paint, have to do. It's up to the underwriter to more than fifty percent of their revenues
On the other hand, the rent is only $8 manage the process." from liquor sales, businesses in bank-
per square foot--very cheap for New Seneca practices what Libby calls ruptcy, and day-care centers. "Success in
York City. "value-added underwriting." "We con- these markets rests upon the ability to

Doug Libby greeted us. He is thin firm all the major data," he said. inspect, underwrite, and perform loss
with wavy blond hair and a narrow face Although the average policy premium is control-all the stuff that E&S compa-
framed by tortoise-shell glasses, less than $5,000, each risk goes through nies don't do."
Although the dress code at Seneca is a thorough analysis. Seneca gets a Dun Seneca is still a very small company;
casual, on that day he was wearing a suit, & Bradstreet report, from which it it wrote only $17 million in premiums
tie, and button-down shirt. It took us checks the insured's business, number last year. With its $30 million in surplus,
only a short time to realize that he is not of employees, and annual rental costs. It newly acquired A- Best's rating, licenses
your typical insurance guy: he's sharp, reviews the fire-rate cards, uses a in fifty states, and $70 million tax-loss
articulate, knowledgeable (he's learned a Cushman & Wakefield service to ascer- carryforward, it's eager to expand-as
lot in five years), and outspoken. tamn square footage, and obtains an long as the reward justifies the risk. U
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New S&P
Insurer Ratings on Disk.

Once you use it, you'll wonder how
you ever did without it.

as Company, NAIC Code, Rating, Group, Total Assets
......... .or Net Premiums.

M M•Two. Customize your search according to a num-
....... ....................... ber of variables such as rating and key financial infor-

mation like total assets, surplus, net income and more.
Three. Company profile screen shows the rating

and five years of key financial information for each

Advanced
sXXX capabilities

let you do
sophisticated

The best business tools have a way of quickly searches
of and sorts

becoming invaluable. And since judging the strength of quicklyraquickly and
insurers is such an important part of your responsibili- easily.ties, we know you'll find Standard & Poor's NEW S.ee.c.t. C ~ot.......
Insurer Ratings on Disk extraordinarily useful.

Now you can have financial-strength ratings plus
key financial data on thousands of insurers

constantly at your fingertips. ......

S&P's Insurer Ratings on Disk is much more than
a reference tool; it's also a business-building tool, facil-
itating both preparation for meetings and presentation
to chients.

And it's available for IBM and compatible PCs and
laptops in two editions: one covering 3,000 Property The best news of all.
and Casualty companies, the other featuring 2,000 Life A $145 value for just $75.
and Health insurers. Your one-year subscription to S&P's Insurer

The key information you need Ratings on Disk includes four quarterly updates for the
to make key decisions, edition you choose and a free one-year subscription to

S&P's Focus and Insurer Ratings List, itself a $45
Insurer Ratings on Disk lets you access information value. Plus you get 25 % off the regular $100 price, giv-

three ways. ing you a $145 value for just $75.
One. Sort listing based on any of five factors such Call this number now to order: (212) 208-1555.

$• Standard & Poor's Insuranee Rating Services
A division of McGraw-Hill, Inc.



Other People's Money
Squeeze play at Arista Insurance Company

n a perfect world, the chairman of a behalf of the company." Since he isn't an
publicly held corporation would be a officer of the insurance company, and
champion of his shareholders' inter- since the holding company doesn't have
ests. In a less perfect world, the any other significant operations, it isn't

chairman would at least try to strike a fair clear what his "duties" are. The proxy
balance between his interests and those statement says that the company's execu-
of his shareholders. But the world is far tive compensation program is designed to
from perfect, as Bernie Kooper, chairman "encourage the achievement of.. .superi- Get rich quick.
of Arista Investors Corp., well knows. or corporate performance." That certainly Subscribe to

Arista, a holding company for Arista hasn't been accomplished.
Insurance Company, specializes in New The status quo at Arista was disturbed Emerson Reid's
York State Disability. (Emerson, Reid & in June 1994, when Old Lyme Holdings, Insurance Observer3
Company, the parent company of an insurance company, announced that it
Emerson, Reid's Insurance Observer, is a had acquired 9.84% of Arista's stock at an IJ One year: 6 issues for $89.

general agent for many companies, average price of $2.66 per share. Its 13D I 1 Two years: 12 issues for
including Arista.) Arista is one of the larg- filing said that Old Lyme had "been $165-Save 15%.
er players in its niche, and isn't bad at engaged in discussions concerning the
what it does. Its financial results, howev- acquisition" of Arista, but that the discus- Method of Payment

er, have been poor. Despite premium sions had been terminated because of •lCheckenclosed [ Billme •lAmericanExpress
volume of $25 million and shareholders' disagreements over, among other things, N

equity of $6.4 million ($2.86 per share), "payments to the holder of the Class B
annual earnings have averaged a paltry shares," namely Bernie Kooper. TITLE

$280,000 (130 per share) over the last five Our lawyer sent a letter to Arista's COMPANY

years. Reflecting this sorry performance, Board of Directors requesting the amount
the company's stock peaked at its 1987 and specific nature of these "payments"
initial-public-offering price of $4, and has as well as the justification for them. CITY/STATE/ZIP

traded between $11/4 and $3 in recent (David Schiff, the editor of Emerson, Reid's
years. (Recent price: $2¼ bid.) Insurance Observer, is a shareholder of

The biggest drag on Arista's results Arista.) Kooper declined to provide this American Express

has been its corporate overhead. Chair- information. "Payments to me were the ACCOUNT NUMBER

man Bernie Kooper took home $183,027 most minor consideration," he said. "The A

last year, and his son, whose services major obstacle was the terms of the deal." EXP. DATE SIGoNATURE

aren't essential, received $109,400. He wouldn't comment on whether he i Unconditional Guarantee: If you aren't completely
Kooper owns 25% of Arista's stock, had asked for a higher price for his shares satisfied with your subscription, 'e 'ill refund ,our:Imoney. Period. 1094

but his Class B shares-which in all other than other shareholders were to receive.
respects are the same as Class A shares- We think that Old Lyme was willing to
entitle him to elect a majority of the buy Arista for a combination of cash and EMERS REI
Board. Arista's directors include Kooper, stock worth about $3.75 per share-a 60% I N S U R A N C E 0 B S E R V E P
his son, his son-in-law, and his insurance- premium to Arista's stock price. Arista, 10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE NEW YORK, NY 10019'

agency partner. however, never advised shareholders that :TEL:(212)765-2103 FAX:(212)246-0876:
Since it would be wrong to pay it had asuitor, nor did it give shareholders 'CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-827-2103'

Kooper a salary merely because he's the the opportuniry to decide for themselves I

controlling shareholder, one must assume whether this was a good deal. of Arista's stock. (It can't go beyond the
that the Board's compensation committee It's not difficult to see why Kooper 10% threshold without that.) Old Lyme
(composed of Kooper, his insurance- might not be inclined to have his cash- may then buy more shares and announce
agency partner, and another director) had cow sold out from under him. At $3.75 an offer to acquire the company. That
good reasons for not only paying him a per share-which seems like a fair would put Arista's board, and Kooper, in a
salary, but for giving him a 20% raise in price--he'd end up with about $1.2 mil- difficult position: if they turn down a good
1993 and the same bonus as the previous lion after taxes. The interest on that deal they might well be sued.
year, when the company's earnings were would be about one-quarter of what his Whether Old Lyme ultimately gains
50% higher. According to Arista's proxy family is getting now. control of Arista remains to be seen. But
statement, the 70-year-old Kooper Old Lyme has asked for, and will prob- for Bernie Kooper and his buddies on
devotes approximately 120 days a year ably receive, the approval of the New York Arista's board, one thing seems clear: the
"to the performance of his duties on Department of Insurance to acquire more heat is on. U
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ance profit margins remained the same
(6.9%) from 1989 to 1992 as they wereThe Insurance eat from 1985 to 1988. Although this is high-
er than the national average, it is 1.7 per-

F centage points lower than that in Califor-
irrr nia. It seems that Illinois insurers were

willing to compete vigorously and accept
lower margins, because due to the lack of

Handwriting On The Wall Yasuda Fire & Marine & Art regulatory constraints rates can be raised

GRAPHOLOGY, the study of handwriting, IN ADDITION to having an AAA rating quickly and easily if claims increase.

isn't one of the more respected sciences. from Standard & Poor's, The Yasuda Fire Over longer periods insuran

It's imprecise, subjective, capricious, and & Marine Insurance Company, Japan's closely track claims. The key to reducing

only a step up from fortune-telling and second largest property/casualty insurer, rates is reducing claims, not coi g

horoscopes-with one exception. The also has an AAA art collection. insurers' profits or return on equity. A

Schiff hypothesis, an obscure and little According to a report by Barton Biggs, regulatory environment that doesn't per-

understood proposition, postulates that chairman of Morgan Stanley Asset mit adequate profit will, in the

the signatures of insurance industry chief Management, the forty-second floor of drive insurers out of the market.

executives reveal essential truths about Yasuda's Tokyo headquarters houses a Laissez-faire, anyone?

their companies. For example: number of remarkable works, including
Van Gogh's Sunflowers (which sold for Good Housekeeping
$39.9 million in 1987), two Renoirs, a AN ARTICLE IN the June issue of W a
Cezanne, and several paintings by publication devoted to style and fashion-

The neat schoolbook letters in General Grandma Moses. discussed the enormous difficulties that
Re chairman Ronald Ferguson's signature So that's where the premiums go. Gayfryd Steinberg faced after her marriage
underscore the calm that accompanies consis- to Reliance Group's chairman, Saul
tently profitable underwriting and a strong 6 Billion Misunderstanding Steinberg, who gets paid (or, in the opin-

balance sheet. AUTO INSURANCE REPORT recently pub- ion of many, overpaid) $6 million a year:

Cj•.,... .4J•I lished a study demonstrating that Cal- "How, after all," asked the article,(CJ ifornians are paying about $150 more per "was she going to make a 34-room triplex
year for their auto insurance because of work as a home for her husband's formi-

The depressing effect of the Equitable's Proposition 103. Over the last four years dable collection of Old Master paintings
troubled real estate portfolio is evident in the the extra cost has totaled $2.6 billion, as well as for a fairly young family?"
crunched, aThese figures were arrived at by com-
Jenrette's John Hancock, although the sweep-
ing flourish of the J in the last name indicates paring the change in California auto
confidence in the asset accumulation business, insurance profit margins from 1985 to

1988 (pre-Proposition 103) and from 1989
to 1992 (post-Proposition 103) with the 1
national average during the same periods.

Marsh & McLennan's A.J.C. Smith has Prior to Proposition 103, California's
the quintessential insurance-broker handwrit- profit -margins were two percentage .
ing. The closely spaced, smooth script is typi- points below the national average. After,
cal of middlemen, and the uncrossed T is a they were 3.6 percentage points higher. V.
hallmark of an aversion to the risks associated What's the explanation for this? A )•.:?".!: ,.I•
with underwriting, weak economy (which results in fewer o... ,•7

% ',x • •.+miles driven), a higher percentage of supres

middle-aged drivers, and various other ~ M TA
factors helped supesclaims during the N U-J BENEE1

The autograph belonging to Aetna's latter period, increasing auto insurance :•""_i , FE.:;..;-;;"
Ronald E. Compton is psychologically trans- profitability. California insurers, however, .......L. U
parent. Although his signature leans sharply were reluctant to lower their rates to ] r SNE184517.•.::•
to the left, his middle initial-E--is vertical compete for this newly profitable busi- Ft L }.+•••:7i ... i".IL-I"E1"
and has a long tail, signifying Aetna's underre- ness because they felt that the hostile
serving for environmental liabilities, regulatory environment wouldn't allow

• ,• • •them to raise rates if claims were to rise

• in the future. As a result, profit margins
expanded beyond th ainlaverage.

Hank Greenberg's inscrutable scawl is an Contrast this to Illinois (the largest '
obvious sign of AIG's roots in China, open-competition state) where auto insur- New York's Ffifh Avenue, September 1994
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THE MANHATTAN. GROUP
45 BROADWAY ATRIUM I- NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10006-3007

(21 2) 952-1 700

Investment Banking and Consulting Services
For Insurance Companies, Agents and Brokers.

Please Call for a Copy of our Brochure.


